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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  

 

 

 

"Gravity Engine" # 1... Airbus GB1984KW series of heavy lift 

helicopter combines... Don't Fly Today!! But should dominate 

Pakistan!!  

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

 

"Gravity Engine" # 1... Airbus GB1984KW series of heavy lift 

helicopter combines... Don't Fly Today!! But should dominate 

Pakistan!!  

 

 

1-31-2016 Airbus AS350 series of helicopters... fly NYC tourists 

over NYC.  

 

1-31-2016 Airbus GB1984KW series of heavy lift helicopter 
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combines... Don't Fly Today!! But should dominate 

Pakistan!!  

 

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

 

1-31-2016 Oscar-nominated documentary of Tim Cook + 

Elton John who tried to stand up to "Pakistan Moslem 

Generals" culture that allows “honor killings.” light years 

from the USA's "Joint Chiefs of Staff Generals..." Honor 

Killings! Bill Gates on a Deserted Island "Honor Killing" Czar 

of Russian, thank God only one in a trillion "Revolutions" 

are successful. French Revolution II as there are 7 million 

Muslins in Paris and they all hate cartoons of Tim Cook + 

Elton John. French Cartoon Journalists have a God not Allah 

given right to write Cartoons of a drunk Allah at a gay 

wedding at the Hemingway House in Key West. Lead Ammo 

off course for one reason or another killing kids DNA is why 

War is hell. Einstein is Honored with E=mc2, NBC Nightly 

News condemns anyone brainstorming a way to travel faster 

than the speed of light. Satellites that can talk to you on the 

moon or mars as if you were here on Earth. Pakistani 

woman named Saba Qaiser. Her Odyssey began when she fell 

in love against her family’s wishes and ran off to marry her 

boyfriend. Hours after the marriage, her father and uncle 

sweet-talked her into their car - Kerry sweet talking the 

Pakistan Generals into gasoline cars instead of the 2016 

ElectricWindmillFord Escorts! Many Kids died in Hot Cars in 

Pakistan too. Kerry + Pakistan Generals pointed a pistol at 

her head and pulled the trigger. Blood spewed, Saba 

collapsed... there are 2 Saba's here, one SWF's who drive's a 

gasoline car the other Saba with no car. She staggered 
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toward a gasoline station, and someone called for help... 

Saba in the USA was burned to death in the fiery car crash, 

no one came to help with a documentary Movie of her "Girl 

on Fire" death in the USA. 90 fiery car crash's... every 90 

minutes, an honor killing unfolds somewhere in the world, 

usually in a Muslim country. Pakistan alone has more than 

1,000 a year, and the killers often go unpunished... Joint 

Chiefs of Staff Generals kill more than a 1,000 in the USA. 

Tim Cook + Elton John hate crimes; abuse and oppression 

that is the lot of so many women and girls around the world. 

Saba’s story underscores how the existing law lets people 

literally get away with murder when honor is the excuse. 

Mary Kennedy's murder by Robert Kennedy Jr. can not make 

the front page of the New York Times! Period! Saba's better off 

shot in the head in Pakistan by there clan than the Kennedy 

Clan that owns the Kennedy Barn and the Judge! Nicholas 

Kristof who wrote of Saba in the NY Times can't write about 

Mary Kennedy!! Since 9/11, the United States has spent 

billions of dollars reshaping Afghanistan and Pakistan with 

the military Joint Chiefs of Staff Generals doing the buying 

and selling. Honor Killing with H-Bombs is classified from 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff Generals by the CIA. "A Plague of 

Helicopters Is Ruining New York" By ADRIAN BENEPE and 

MERRITT BIRNBAUM "Joint Chiefs of Staff" in Pakistan the 

last 20 years could have armed the Moslem Generals with 

Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines but didn't even bring this 

invention up. Adrian + Merritt wrote up tourists helicopter in 

Manhattan not Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines, how they 

harvest the different crops and package them. Honor at the 

New York Times has been killed off. I think everyone would 

agree after reading about what has been done with the 

Helicopter Invention.  

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 
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+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming... in Key West looking around for the 

hidden cameras. Mandy Miles in Key West wrote up hidden 

cameras, "I was looking around for Hidden cameras" in her 

typing test at the Citizen Newspaper Office in 1998. 3 days 

later she got the job and has been here. 1998 to 2016. 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort had not ever been her Escort to 

and from the Citizen News paper. Greg + Wives I hope to get 

in Key West have been applying for a job too. But with the 

1984 II Dictators who really do have lots of hidden cameras. 

Mom + Dad here in KW for a month starting tomorrow 

Mandy writes. Escort has been a windfall, 101 inventions 

more since Greg flew into KW on March 3, 2011. Windblown 

inventions will fall off the Greg + Wives assembly line in key 

west when those watching the hidden cameras hire us to 

Invent! Mandy's + Greg's walking route from Faustos through 

old town will collide some time.  

 

 

"Gravity Engine" # 1... Airbus GB1984KW series of heavy lift 

helicopter combines... Don't Fly Today!! But should dominate 

Pakistan!!  
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+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

 

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  
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1-31-2016 Airbus AS350 series of helicopters... fly NYC tourists 

over NYC.  

 

1-31-2016 Airbus GB1984KW series of heavy lift helicopter 

combines... Don't Fly Today!! But should dominate 

Pakistan!!  

 

 

1-31-2016 Airbus AS350 series of helicopters, one of the most 

popular among tour operators, produces approximately 950 

pounds of carbon dioxide emissions per hour; the average 

car produces 22 pounds per hour. There are often eight 

helicopters motoring on the downtown heliport at any time. 

For those living and working nearby, that’s like 340 cars 

idling outside your window. Conservatively estimated, the 

56,000 annual tourist flights have a carbon footprint 

greater than 6,000 metric tons  

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  
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1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

1-31-2016 Airbus GB1984KW series of heavy lift helicopter 

combines...  

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

1-31-2016 Magnetoencephalography (MEG). MEG uses sensors 

outside the head to record the magnetic fields, which result 

from the electric currents of active nerve cells. The 

measurements allow conclusions to be drawn about the 

activity in certain areas of the brain. "In the raw MEG data, 

signals from several brain areas are mixed and have to be 

separated as well as possible using advanced mathematical 

methods," Brainstorm this invention with a few wives instead 

of watching Super Bowl 50... grin!  

 

1-31-2016 Human brain uses several frequency channels for 

communication...  

 

1-31-2016 News-Medical.net In the brain, the visual cortex 

processes visual information and passes it from lower to 

higher areas of the brain. However, information also flows in 

the opposite direction. Apple-Starbucks iTV will make these 

kind of shows not Apple with Tim Cook.  
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1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg 

+ Wives Brainstorming...  

 

 

 

1-31-2016 proton radiotherapy seems to result in an 

acceptable degree of toxicity and had similar survival 

outcomes to those achieved with photon-based 

radiotherapy... sad article on kids with cancer. Didn't 

mention kids at Saint Jude Auschwitz though.  

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  

 

 

Nice! Link below is new video added today.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l

ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb  
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inventor8484@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 

shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and 

then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 

Centauri... Click HERE! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
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Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars.  

 

 

 

 

 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.

html  

 

 

 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html  

 

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014  

 

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC  

 

Greg's YouTube Video reposted  

inventsomething@live.com  

 

 

 

 

 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 

27,  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/007Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y4xxTOPvpY
mailto:inventsomething@live.com
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